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1. **ACCOMPLISHMENTS:**

A. **University of Idaho:**
   
   i. **Developing and Testing Eco-Traffic Signal System Applications**
      
      a. Two field demonstrations for connected vehicle traffic signal system applications one at Ada County Highway District in Boise, Idaho and the second in Idaho National Lab and the Center for Advanced Energy Studies (CAES) in Idaho Falls, Idaho.
      
      b. Two field tests to demonstrate the security and survivability of connected vehicle communication exchange at signalized intersection approaches at Ada County Highway District in Boise, Idaho and the second in Idaho National Lab and the Center for Advanced Energy Studies (CAES) in Idaho Falls, Idaho.
      
      c. Two connected-vehicle traffic signal system workshops for the staff at Ada County Highway District in Boise, Idaho and the second in Idaho National Lab and the Center for Advanced Energy Studies (CAES) in Idaho Falls, Idaho.
      
   ii. **Calibration of Multi-Scale Energy and Emissions Models**
      
      a. Used the GT-Suite advanced engine modeling software, to generate vehicle-emission and fuel consumption data for passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks under different speed and acceleration operation.
      
      b. Used the GT-Suite advanced engine modeling software, to generate vehicle-emission and fuel consumption data for heavy vehicles (diesel engines) under different speed and acceleration operation.
      
      c. Used the GT-Suite advanced engine modeling software, to generate vehicle-emission and fuel consumption data for hybrid passenger vehicles under different speed and acceleration operation.
      
      d. Used the data generated through the GT-Suite advanced engine modeling software to calibrate fuel consumption and emission models in two microscopic simulation models: VISSIM and Integration.
      
   iii. **Eco-driving Modeling Environment**
      
      a. A calibrated and validated An Eco-Driving modeling environment that integrates the NADS MiniSim driver simulator model and the GT-Suite advanced engine modeling tool.
      
      b. Web-based Eco-Driving educational modules

B. **Old Dominion University:**
   
   Nothing to Report

C. **Syracuse University:**
   
   i. **Enhancing TSM&O Strategies through User Cost Analysis and Life Cycle Assessment**
      
      The research team worked on finalizing the final report.
   
   ii. **Assessing Environmental Impacts of Traffic Congestion and Vehicular Emissions on Urban Fresh Water**
      
      A new method of sampling atmospheric deposition of particles emitted from vehicles onto urban surfaces was developed. The method also permits assessment of levels of contamination in precipitation runoff that enters storm sewers and receiving waters in urban areas. The new technique is based on the well-established “throughfall method” for sampling atmospheric deposition of particles over forests. In this method, collection...
buckets are placed on towers above the forest canopy and also on the ground beneath the foliated crowns of the trees. Rain washes the deposited particles off the leaves and branches of the trees and into the collection buckets on the ground, thus capturing the throughfall runoff. The chemical concentrations in the runoff will thus be greater than those in the incoming precipitation. The deposition quantity is obtained by subtracting the concentration in the lower buckets from the concentration in the buckets on the towers.

The adaptation of the method to urban areas involves sampling rain runoff from building roofs that flows into the drainpipes. By sampling fresh precipitation on a building roof and simultaneously sampling the drainpipe runoff, one can estimate the increase in concentration of a chemical species in particles deposited from the atmosphere that are washed by rain into the drainpipes. In Project 2, large horizontal Teflon-coated disks that reliably measure dry deposition without excess turbulence were set up to estimate deposition of atmospheric particles emitted from vehicles. This step enabled a check against contamination of the runoff samples by roofing and pipe materials. In addition, runoff from a large green roof was sampled to identify which chemical species were leached out of the growth medium, and which chemical species from the atmosphere were being filtered out by the growth medium.


The research team worked on finalizing the final report.

iv. A Sustainable Asset Management Framework for Transportation System Management and Operation Systems

The research team continued working on preparation of the final report.

D. Texas Southern University:


What we have done:
- Further modified the research paper submitted to the Journal of Air and Waste Management Association according to the additional comments from the reviewers and the paper got accepted for publication.
- Further modified the final report draft.

What we have learned:
- Because of some simplifications made during the modeling process, such as discarding the short snippets and reducing the operation at intersections to a single emission rate per stop, some bias will likely be introduced in the estimated emission rates. Thus, the developed method is majorly recommended for conducting emission comparison studies and is not recommended for directly developing actual expected emission inventories.

E. Virginia Tech:

i. Develop Multi-scale Energy and Emission Models
   a. Developed and validated the VT-CPFM model.
   b. Developed a framework for modeling diesel engine vehicle fuel consumption levels.
   c. Developed a framework for modeling transit vehicle fuel consumption and emission levels.
   d. Investigated the potential for use of electrified vehicles to serve traveler needs using naturalistic driving data.
e. Extended VT-CPFM to model heavy-duty truck fuel consumption and CO, HC, and NOx emissions.
f. Extended VT-CPFM to model electric vehicles (EVs).
g. Extending VT-CPFM to model vehicle emissions of CO, HC, and NOx.
h. Extending VT-CPFM to model plugin hybrid electric vehicles (PHEVs).
i. Extending VT-CPFM to model hybrid electric vehicles (HEVs).

ii. Developing and Field Implementing a Dynamic Eco-Routing System

a. Developed a simulation environment for testing the eco-routing system.
b. Studied the dynamics of driver routing behavior.
c. Developing algorithms to enhance eco-routing algorithms.
d. Conducting simulation tests.
e. Study the impact of communication network on the eco-routing application performance.
f. Developing a system equilibrium eco-routing system.
g. Developing new fuel consumption model for heavy duty diesel trucks

iii. Developing and Field Implementing an Eco-Cruise Control System in the Vicinity of Traffic Signalized Intersections

a. Developed a simulation environment for testing the eco-routing system.
b. Studied the dynamics of driver routing behavior.
c. Developing algorithms to enhance eco-routing algorithms.
d. Conducting simulation tests.
e. Conducted simulation tests of eco-CACC algorithms.
f. Conducted field tests of eco-CACC system with participants in four scenarios.

2. PRODUCTS:

- University of Idaho:

  i. Developing and Testing Eco-Traffic Signal System Applications

  - Two field tests to demonstrate connected vehicle traffic signal system applications
  - Two field tests to demonstrate the security and survivability of connected vehicles communication exchange at signalized intersection approaches.
  - A connected vehicle traffic signal system lab in which data are exchanged between the vehicle, the road side unit, and the traffic controller that will facilitate field deployment.
  - Web-based connected-vehicle traffic signal system educational modules
  - A laboratory prototype for connected vehicle traffic signal system application

ii. **Calibration of Multi-Scale Energy and Emissions Models**
- Vehicle-emission and fuel consumption data for passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks under different speed and acceleration operation.
- Vehicle-emission and fuel consumption data for heavy vehicles (diesel engines) under different speed and acceleration operation.
- Used the GT-Suite advanced engine modeling software, to generate vehicle-emission and fuel consumption data for hybrid passenger vehicles under different speed and acceleration operation.
- Calibrated fuel consumption and emission models in two microscopic simulation models: VISSIM and Integration.

iii. **Eco-Driving Modeling Environment**
- A calibrated and validated An Eco-Driving modeling environment that integrates the NADS MiniSim driver simulator model and the GT-Suite advanced engine modeling tool
- Web-based Eco-Driving educational modules

- **Old Dominion University:**
  Nothing to Report

- **Syracuse University:**
  i. **Enhancing TSM&O Strategies through User Cost Analysis and Life Cycle Assessment**
  - Enhancing TSM&O Strategies through User Cost Analysis and Life Cycle Assessment Final Report

  ii. **Assessing Environmental Impacts of Traffic Congestion and Vehicular Emissions on Urban Fresh Water**
  - Johnson, Alex J. and Cliff I. Davidson, Deposition and washoff of atmospheric trace metals and anions from two large building roofs, Platform Presentation, American Association for Aerosol Research, Annual Conference, Portland, OR, October 17-21, 2016 (Abstract only)


  iv. **A Sustainable Asset Management Framework for Transportation System Management and Operation Systems**
The research team is preparing a manuscript to be submitted to an international conference.

**Texas Southern University:**
Nothing to report.

**Virginia Tech:**

i. **Develop Multi-scale Energy and Emission Models**


ii. Developing and Field Implementing a Dynamic Eco-Routing System


iii. Developing and Field Implementing an Eco-Cruise Control System in the Vicinity of Traffic Signalized Intersections

3. PARTICIPANTS & OTHER COLLABORATING ORGANIZATIONS:

A. University of Idaho:
Ada County Highway District (ACHD)
Idaho National Lab
Center for Advanced Energy Studies (CAES)
Econolite, Inc.
Arada Systems

B. Old Dominion University:
Nothing to Report
C. **Syracuse University:**
   Nothing to report.

D. **Texas Southern University:**
   Nothing to Report.

E. **Virginia Tech:**
   i. *Develop Multi-scale Energy and Emission Models*
      The research team collaborated with researchers from the International Islamic University of Malaysia (IIUM).
   ii. *Developing and Field Implementing a Dynamic Eco-Routing System*
      Collaborated with the University of Twente in the Netherlands.
   iii. *Developing and Field Implementing an Eco-Cruise Control System in the Vicinity of Traffic Signalized Intersections*
      Lamar University.

4. IMPACT:
   A. **University of Idaho:**
      i. *Developing and Testing Eco-Traffic Signal System Applications*
         Education:
         1. Two Ph.D., and one M.Sc. computer science student and two Civil Engineering M. Sc. student working on the project
         2. Four undergraduate students working on the field demonstrations.
         Research:
         1. Two field tests to demonstrate connected vehicle traffic signal system applications
         2. Two field tests to demonstrate the security and survivability of connected vehicles communication exchange at signalized intersection approaches.
         3. A connected vehicle traffic signal system lab in which data are exchanged between the vehicle, the road side unit, and the traffic controller that will facilitate field deployment.
         4. A laboratory prototype for connected vehicle traffic signal system application
         5. Web-based connected-vehicle traffic signal system educational modules
         6. Four peer reviewed publications
      ii. *Calibration of Multi-Scale Energy and Emissions Models*
         Education:
         1. One M. Sc. student in Mechanical Engineering graduated.
         2. Two undergraduate electrical engineering student continued working as undergraduate research intern.
         Research:
         1. Vehicle-emission and fuel consumption data for passenger vehicles and light-duty trucks under different speed and acceleration operation.
         2. Vehicle-emission and fuel consumption data for heavy vehicles (diesel engines) under different speed and acceleration operation.
         3. Vehicle-emission and fuel consumption data for hybrid passenger vehicles under different speed and acceleration operation.
   iii. *Eco-driving Modeling Environment*
Research
1. An Eco-Driver modeling environment that integrates the NADS MiniSim driver simulator model and the GT-Suite advanced engine modeling tool
2. Web-based Eco-Driver educational modules

Education
1. Two undergraduate students (Psychology and Mechanical Engineering)

B. Old Dominion University:
Nothing to Report

C. Syracuse University:
1. Dr. Baris Salman offered “Transportation Engineering” course in Fall 2016. Number of students enrolled = 83. The topics covered included geometric design of highways, fundamentals of traffic engineering, level of service, and signalized intersections.
2. Dr. Cliff Davidson offered “Introduction to Sustainable Engineering” course in Fall 2016. Number of students enrolled = 21. The topics covered included principles of sustainable engineering, environmental history, the rise of sustainability arguments in the twentieth century, modeling population, food production, and water management, industrial ecology, and energy and materials.
3. Cliff Davidson presented invited keynote talks at two conferences: (1) The Second International Conference on Sustainable Infrastructure in Shenzhen, China, October 18, 2016, and (2) The Fifth International Conference on Sustainability Science and Engineering in Suzhou, China, October 26, 2017.
4. Also during this trip, Davidson met with senior personnel at four Chinese institutions to plan a collaborative research proposal for the Partnerships in International Research and Education (PIRE) program at NSF. These institutions included (1) the Institute for Building Research in Shenzhen, (2) Southeastern University in Nanjing, (3) Nanjing University, and (4) the Chinese Research Academy in Environmental Sciences in Beijing. Informal talks were given at the first three of these institutions, and an advertised research seminar was given at the last one. Detailed research plans were discussed at each institution.

D. Texas Southern University:
Nothing to Report.

E. Virginia Tech:
   i. **Develop Multi-scale Energy and Emission Models**
      a. **Education**: The funding of several graduate student assistantships.
      b. **Research**: Development of fuel consumption models for light duty cars, buses, heavy duty trucks, EVs, PHEVs and HEVs.
      c. **Technology Transfer**: Publication of results at various conferences.
   ii. **Developing and Field Implementing a Dynamic Eco-Routing System**
      a. **Education**: The funding of several graduate student assistantships.
      b. **Research**: Development of an eco-routing prototype. Development of a new fuel consumption model for the heavy duty diesel trucks. Studying the impact of communication on the eco-routing application. The study showed that the communication network can significantly affect the system performance. Development of a system equilibrium eco-routing system.
   iii. **Developing and Field Implementing an Eco-Cruise Control System in the Vicinity of Traffic Signalized Intersections**
a. **Education**: The funding of several graduate student assistantships.

b. **Research**: Development of an eco-CACC prototype and testing it in the field.

5. **CHANGES/PROBLEMS**
   
   A. **University of Idaho**:  
   Nothing to Report.

   B. **Old Dominion University**:  
   Nothing to Report.

   C. **Syracuse University**:  
   Nothing to Report.

   D. **Texas Southern University**:  
   Nothing to Report.

   E. **Virginia Tech**:
   
   i. **Develop Multi-scale Energy and Emission Models**
   
   The scope of the project has been changed to focus on expanding the microscopic modeling framework to consider: (1) buses; (2) trucks; (3) electric vehicles; (4) plug-in hybrid electric vehicles; and (5) hybrid electric vehicles. This extensive framework will be the first to modal all these different vehicle types.

   ii. **Developing and Field Implementing a Dynamic Eco-Routing System**

   The simulation time for the V2I model is too long. So, the developed model lacks for scalability. We are working to develop another model scalable model.

   iii. **Developing and Field Implementing an Eco-Cruise Control System in the Vicinity of Traffic Signalized Intersections**

   Nothing to report.

6. **SPECIAL REPORTING REQUIREMENTS**

   Financials will be sent by the University of Idaho’s Office of Sponsored Programs as needed.

Completed by:

University of Idaho: Ahmed Abdel-Rahim  
Old Dominion University: Mecit Cetin  
Syracuse University: O. Sam Salem  
Texas Southern University: Fengxiang Qiao, Yi Qi  
Virginia Tech: Hesham Rakha